ROCK OF AGES
NETER-EL ENERGY REBALANCING AND UPLIFTING SITES TOUR SERIES

The Rock of Ages Tour are tours where you come to disconnect from the stress of life and reconnect to the empowering serenity of nature at ancient megalithic sites and places nestled in beautiful scenic back drop of New York State. Participants will be guided in eco-therapeutic natural energy uplifting involving stress relief through interaction with nature: natural ancient rock formations, trees, natural springs, water falls, natural healing therapeutic electromagnetic fields, and earth energy lines (Ley Lines). During the tour, participants will be participating in concentrative and mindful meditation. Participants will have the opportunity to freely interact energetically with these ancient sites and places.

SUMMER DAY TOUR
THE GREAT FALLS
AND
ALEXANDER HAMILTON HOUSE

SEPTEMBER 12TH 2015

◆ RE-BALANCE AND RECHARGE WITH TRILLIONS OF NEGATIVE IONS FROM FALLING WATER
◆ FEEL THE SACRED PRIMORDIAL PULSE OF MILLIONS OF GALLIONS OF FALLING WATER
◆ RE-CONNECT YOURSELF TO POWER OF WATER DURING A MINDFUL GROUP MEDITATION AT THE FALL SUMMIT
◆ LEARN HOW THE FOUNDING FATHER ALEXANDER HAMILTON IS CONNECTED TO THE GREAT FALLS
◆ VISIT THE HOME OF ALEXANDER HAMILTON A FIGHTER FOR HUMAN FREEDOM

The tour is open to participants that have an average level of physical fitness and can be on their feet and walk comfortably. Participants must be willing to participate in light physical activities as well as sit still and be silent during meditation exercise when necessary in order to reap the benefits of this tour.

Comfortable supportive shoes or sneakers suitable for the length of tour (approximately one to two hours) for serene walking is necessary. Light weight clothing, yoga mat or towel large enough to lay down on is required. Light-weight portable sitting chairs are allowed. Bring water container for free PH alkaline water.

$85 PER PERSON INCLUDES A VEGETARIAN MEAL
$55 FOR PARTICIPANTS DRIVING

All major credit/debit cards accepted.
PayPal payment accepted: MYLIFESPRINGRC@GMAIL.COM
There is a 50% cancellation fee

PARTICIPANTS ASSEMBLE AT GUNHILL ROAD & WHITEPLAINS #2 TRAIN STATION IN THE LOBBY @ 9:00AM.
THOSE PARTICIPANTS DRIVING TAKE THE GUNHILL EXIT ON THE BRONX RIVER EXPRESSWAY TO MOBLE GAS ON RIGHT.
DEPARTURE TO SITE 10:00AM SHARP!!!

TO RESERVE YOUR TOUR PLACEMENT CALL:
BRO RAMNHRU (YOUR GUIDE AND HOST)
(347)427-7417